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Contribution to Engineering Geometry 

Yukiyoshi Nagatピ

Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to present a method through、;vhichis to be found th己 areaof 
the portion of a circular cylindrical surface bounded by the intersection of a circular cylinder 
and a circular cone which are placed in a special positional relation. Here it is shown that this 
problem is to be solved by applying integral calculus to engineering geometry. 

1. Engineering Geometrical Consideration 

The case is here considered in which the vertex of a circular cone is on a 

right幽 circularcylindrical surface and the axis of the right-circular cylinder and the 

axis of the circular cone do not intersect but are perpendicular to each other. 

Let the right・circularcylinder be positioned with its base plane paralleled to the 

frontal plane. The subscript F is used to denote the front view of a point.1l 

In the present paper the top view is excluded. 

Let the axis of the right圃 circularcylinder be OC02' its radius be T， the vertex 

of the circular cone be A， the half of the vertical angle be ()， and the angle made 

by the axis of the circular cone and the horizontal plane be万・ When plane ~ 

perpendicular to the frontal plane and containing the axis AD  of the circular 

cone and plane ~ determined by the point A and the axis OC02 are established， 
their frontal views appear as the chord AfiDp and the diameter A1}F of the circle 

O]i" respectively in Fig. 1. In the same figure， the triangle AtE}<FF is the frontal 

view of the right-circular cone with its axis AD. A plane which passes through 

the vertex A and makes the angle α(0豆α話。)with the plane ~ will generally 

intersect the circular conical surface along its two straight-line elements， viz.， 
generatrices AG1 and AG2・ Theintersections of these elements with the right-

circular cylindrical surface are the points Hl and H2 on the intersection of the 

circular conical surface and the right-circular cylindrical surface. Since the right同

circular cylindrical surface is developable， it is developed on its tangent plane 

through the point D. At the same time the intersection of the circular conical 

surface and the right-circular cylindrical surface is also developed on this tangent 

plane. This intersection shall be called a develορed curve in the following. 
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2. Param.etric Equations of Developed Curve， 
Area on Right-drcular Cylindrical Surface. 

Let the generatrix through the point D on the right-circular cylinder be x-axis 

on the tangent plane at D and for the x-axis the positive sense be to the frontal 
plane. As y-axis， we take a line through the point D and perpendicular to the 

x-axis on the above司mentionedtangent plane. In the following， for the sake of 

brevity， we use the same letter to denote a point on the sectional curve and its 

corresponding point on the developed curve. 

We consider五rstthe case when O<O~三(π/2)- 1)， 0<ザ<π/2. To find the 

coordinates of the point Hj on the developed curve， we use auxiliary elevation of 

the intersection of the circular cone and a plane wァhichis perpendicular to the 

axis AD and passes through the line segment HjHz on the right四 circularcylirト

drical surface. Observing Fig. 1， we are to obtain the following equations as 

those of the developed curve in the五rstquadrant of the tangent plane at D: 

(1) 

AF 

ヱニ 2rcos(α→ーがcos0:../函F云工五亘盃，

γ=2αr (0 三三 α ~O).

Also， we have the following expressions for the developed curve in the second 

quadrant: 

(2) 
x=  -2rcos (α十可)cosαイ日nZ0-tan2α ， 

γ=2αr (0三三α三五 0). 

Next， we sha11 find equations of the developed curve in the third quadrant. In 

this caseラ thoughthe angle αis generated by a clockwise rotation as is shown in 

Fig. 2， we consider it as being positive for convenience' sake. When 0孟α豆ぁ

from Fig. 2 the coordinates of the point H2 on the developed curve in the third 

quadrant are 

(3) 
x = -2rcos (万一α)cosαvtan2 0 --tan2長う

y=-2αr. 

(430) 
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AF 

When 万三玉α三三 (j， from Fig. 3 the coordinates oI the point H2 on the developed 

curve in the thircl quadrant are 

広二 2r cos (可一α)cosαイ伝記吾二日記ムラ
(4) y=-2αr. 

AF 

Fig. 3. 

Hence we have the following equations for the developed curve in the third 

quadrant: 

(5) 
x = --2rcos (芳一α)cos a1tan2

-(j _:-tan2α ， 

y=-2αr (0三三α壬(j). 

The expressions for the developed curve in the fourth quadrant are 

♂=  2rcos (布一α)cosα1tan2 
(j -tan2α ， 

γニ -2αr (0:;玉α語。). 
co 

Now， since the area of the portion of the right-circular cylindrical surface 

bounded by the intersection is equal to the area bounded by the developed curve 

on the tangent plane， we shall五ndthe expression for the latter instead of the 

former. If we denote by S1 the area bounded by the curve (1) and the coordinate 

axes， then 

S1=吋:cos(川 )COSα両 二 五;;2ada， 
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and if we denote by S2 the area bounded by the curve (6) and the coordinate 

axes， then 

ト 4r2
):cos ( 日)…山日仏

Hence we have 

日 =4771cos(α切 )+c叫 α)}…耐二五五2同

士 4ザ〆内Cω凹町布れ仰5回ωe
I ¥ Slnυ/ 10 ) 

工τ2πr2cos布smθtan 8. 

Consequently the area S to be found is given by 

S=2(Sl十S2)= 4πr2cos万sin8 tanθ. 

Finally， considering the case when (π/2)一η<8<π/2，0<万<π/2，we obtain the 

following result: 

S=8fzljJ ぢcos(a + 7J) cos a Itai/fJ二伽2αぬ

+ 1>OSい)cosa~tan2 。工函ぬ)

=寸4針ザ叶fμ2[s叫イ山ω仙S討sm山n

+叫s討sln川叩布ρ川cosωω0ペ(l偲 (cos 8) 叫 m可刊十吋，vs函i函面記証記F丙2"ヲデ一五五が二而)川)リl 
(Received Apr. 20， 1966) 
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